Opti-MINDS

The Opti-MINDS Creative Sustainability Challenge is a team challenge encouraging participants to think creatively and communicate in order to work as a team. It is an opportunity for all those with a passion for learning and problem solving to showcase their skills and talents in an exciting, vibrant and public way.

After participating in a Creative Thinking workshop, run by Opti-MINDS Director Kathy Boyatzis-Pascoe, St Cecilia’s had enough eager participants to put forward four teams in the Opti-MINDS challenge this year. The teams, made up of students from Years Four to Six, were required to work together on a Long Term Challenge for six weeks without assistance from anyone outside the team. They then presented their challenge solutions, alongside teams from other schools, at the Regional Final held at Cassia Primary School.
We were very proud of the way that our students participated and would like to congratulate all four teams on their teamwork, the way they each rose to the challenges presented to them and their ‘sportsmanship’. We would also like to thank the families for all their support and the teachers that guided and facilitated each team.

A final congratulations to Saint Cecilia’s Team Two for winning the Regional Final this year.